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You were all busy watching nunchi games. And not doing a very important exercise, separating good and 
evil, thinking humanistically and emotionally about what your friends may think. 
 
Then what message are you sending to your children? You are sending the message to your children that 
daddy and mommy, we are only going to serve the 2nd King when it's not controversial, when it's not 
difficult, and when we get all the praise and thanks from everybody worldwide that we are working so 
hard. 
 
But you won't stand with him when he has to be crucified! 
 
And the kids see that kind of hypocrisy, they see right through it; even though they don't understand, they 
see it. They see you speaking one way on one side of the mouth, and through the other, you do another. 
They see your moral posturing. 
 
In that moment of surprise and weakness and nobody could plan for it… That was why I think it was so 
telling, because nobody could plan for it; nobody knew he was going to do that. He just said he was going 
to do a Jericho walk. I was saying, "Oh, Yeah! Whatever!" That is what he said. 
 
I told the forty years old group that they do not reflect on their faith, on themselves; they still try to please 
society. They were raised under Jin Hun (Park), CARP, under Preston; even under Hyo Jin Hyung who 
had patriotism to Father but did not necessarily raise the young BCs (blessed children) to see True Father 
as Christ from a Biblical understanding. 
 
They get praised by the world doing such a hard job, but it's all the 'selfless, the selfless sacrifice'. Oh, 
yes! This is the words of cowards! This is always the same bull shish kebab I have to deal with! Same 
freaking liars who just want the praise and thanks of everybody in the world and yet, when hard times 
come, they leave me out to dry! 
 
They do not think from a providential perspective; they do not think of the seriousness of separating from 
evil. They are like the Northern Kingdom Jews who want to pretend they are still Jews, but then take on 
Baal, and relativism and the culture of humanism, and emotionalism. They do not think with a 
providential mind. Their faith is weak; they do not believe in True Father as Christ, really inside. 
 
Maybe they have some patriotism towards him, True Father, some level of patriotism, yes, OK, but they 



 

 

do not understand the war that Father is fighting, the treason that the Han mother has committed, trying to 
place the Han lineage above True Father's lineage, trying to say that her lineage was the messianic 
lineage! I mean this is utter heresy! 
 
Therefore, I felt when Pastor Cook was doing that; he was allowing our community to separate from the 
Han lineage, and stepping on the Han linage, as lineage that the Han mother is trying to plant over 
Father's lineage and his Kingship, when Father said, "Lineage, lineage, lineage, and lineage! 
 
What is the most important? Lineage, blood lineage, blood lineage! What is the most important thing? 
Blood lineage! Blood, blood, blood!" So when it is convenient for them, and they get the praise of the 
members of the Sanctuary Church, and different groups. "Oh, you serve the King," "oh, yes, and the 
King, I serve him!" It is so nice when you are getting all the praise! But then when I have to go and get 
hated and cursed at by the world, in a new wave of new cursing, oh now you want to slither away in the 
back pretending that, "Oh I can't do that because I'm so moral!" 
 
No! You have exposed yourself for being fake, for wanting to use me to get benefits. Same tired, pathetic 
things! You still want to go back to some kind of cultural leftist ideology, "Oh, no, why can't we just 
forgive and why can't we go back to a time where it was all good, and we didn't have to think about these 
things?" No, you did not have to think about these things because you were irresponsible; you were a 
child! That is why you did not have to think of these things. 
 
That is usually what happens, right? Children feel that their life was better when they were younger 
because they did not have any responsibility. That's what irresponsible people say all the time, "Oh it was 
better when I was a child, and I did not have to know about the world!" I do not feel that at all! When I 
was a child, I was ignorant; I did not have any responsibility. I did not have any weight on my shoulders 
that I need to discern between good and evil, and especially leading people away from evil. 
 
To me that was not a better time, because I am responsible. To me it is a better time where it is clear and 
where there is a clear discernment between good and evil, and betrayal, and heresy and blasphemy; to me 
that is a better time. 
 
Instead of trying to pretend, that it is ok! That is a torturous time where evil, is covered up for. I told 
them: What is wrong with your stupid leftist Korean culture; you guys, are literally Korean leftists 
without you knowing it, even though you are getting better. You are culturally Marxists. Do you 
understand? 
 
 
 


